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Abstract

We report our ongoing work about a new deep
architecture working in tandem with a statis-
tical test procedure for jointly training texts
and their label descriptions for multi-label and
multi-class classification tasks. A statistical
hypothesis testing method is used to extract the
most informative words for each given class.
These words are used as a class description
for more label-aware text classification. In-
tuition is to help the model to concentrate on
more informative words rather than more fre-
quent ones. The model leverages the use of la-
bel descriptions in addition to the input text to
enhance text classification performance. Our
method is entirely data-driven, has no depen-
dency on other sources of information than the
training data, and is adaptable to different clas-
sification problems by providing appropriate
training data without major hyper-parameter
tuning. We trained and tested our system on
several publicly available datasets, where we
managed to improve the state-of-the-art on one
set with a high margin, and to obtain competi-
tive results on all other ones.

1 Introduction

Text classification is a complex problem in Natural
Language Processing (NLP) with lots of applica-
tions from sentiment analysis (Liu, 2015) to ques-
tion answering (Aghaebrahimian and Jurčı́ček,
2016b,a; Yu et al., 2014) or abusive language de-
tection (von Grünigen et al., 2018; Founta et al.,
2018), to name just a few. Text classification is de-
fined as the task of assigning a certain pre-defined
class to a document.

The number of classes can be arbitrarily large in
multi-class classification, whereas there are only
two classes for binary classification. In multi-
label classification, the number of labels attached
to each document is not known and usually larger

than one, while in multi-class classification, only
one class is assigned to each document.

There exist numerous approaches for text classi-
fication, ranging from simple hand-crafted lexical-
level features with Naive Bayes or Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVM) (Wang and Manning, 2012)
to self-learning approaches with Deep Neural Net-
works (DNN) (Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017).

For the latter, several architectures such as Con-
volutional or Recurrent Neural Networks (CNN or
RNN) (Shen et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018b) have
been proposed. These architectures learn differ-
ent levels of textual representation in their layers,
which are an essential source of information for
the classification process. As an alternative, at-
tention networks are also introduced (Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016) to capture the fea-
tures with the highest discriminative power regard-
ing the class and irrespective of their distance. On
the other hand, the field of Statistics has since long
developed and optimized various methods to cap-
ture ‘relevant’ properties of a given dataset. In this
work, we extend DNNs with statistical hypothesis
testing methods to enhance their performance in
assessing feature relevancy on the input data.

More precisely, our approach works as follows:
- For each class, we generate a class descrip-

tion, which is a set of ‘most informative words’
that will help to distinguish the class from others.

- To achieve this, we apply two statistical hy-
pothesis testing approaches called χ2 test (Pen-
nington et al., 1893) and Analysis of Variance test
(ANOVA) (Fisher, 1921).

- We then extend a DNN that is based on bidi-
rectional Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) with an
additional input channel for encoding the class de-
scriptions. This channel uses attention, in addi-
tion, to enable the network to focus on the most
informative words for each document and given
each class.
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Our experiments on four standard datasets show
that this approach can already reach or even
outperform state-of-the-art solutions for these
datasets. While this is very promising, we want to
stress already here that this is ongoing work, and
that it needs extensive further experiments to fully
understand when and why the proposed method
works.

The main contributions of this work are the use
of statistical hypothesis testing methods specif-
ically for class descriptor extraction rather than
feature extraction, and a new deep architecture
working in tandem with a statistical test proce-
dure with state-of-the-art performance in multi-
label and multi-class classification.

We organize the remaining content into the fol-
lowing sections. After a review on state of the art
in Section 2, we describe how we extract the class
descriptors in Section 3. Then we continue with a
description of our deep architecture, followed by
the system setup for our experiments in Sections 4
and 5, respectively. Finally we report our results
in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Many solutions for text classification with DNNs
use word embeddings as the primary and only rep-
resentation of the input text. Word embeddings
are low-dimensional word vectors that can be pre-
computed using, for instance, Word2Vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), or
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017). Many studies
show the importance of embeddings in text classi-
fication (Arora et al., 2017; Wieting et al., 2016),
and DNNs have been proven very useful in cap-
turing syntactic- and semantic-level textual infor-
mation. Still, it has been shown that they can ben-
efit from additional representations of the input,
e.g., by using a method called Attention Mecha-
nism (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016; Cui
et al., 2017; Gehring et al., 2017).

The main idea in the attention mechanism for
text classification is to put emphasis on more
informative tokens for each class. The atten-
tion mechanism has been successfully applied for
different tasks in NLP, including but not lim-
ited to sentiment analysis (Zhou et al., 2016),
modeling sentence pair (Aghaebrahimian, 2018a;
Yin et al., 2016), question answering (Aghae-
brahimian, 2018b; Seo et al., 2016), and summa-
rization (Rush et al., 2015).

The idea of joint learning of text and class
descriptions is already practiced by Wang et al.
(2018a). They showed that training an attention
model on class descriptions in a joint embedding
space is beneficial for text classification. How-
ever, they extracted class descriptions only from
the class names, which limits the functionality of
this approach, since in many use cases the names
are very short, sometimes even just one token.

In our work, the class descriptions are extracted
using a statistical, data-driven approach. This
makes our model independent from the label-set
description which is not always available.

Our model is also similar to the one by Founta
et al. (2018) with two differences. First, they
assume that classes are provided with metadata,
while our model extracts class descriptions di-
rectly from the training data. Second, the to-
ken channel and class description channel in our
model both have the same time complexity thus
they both converge simultaneously, and we do not
need to worry about over-fitting one channel while
the other is still training.

The use of statistical tests for extracting textual
features in text classification is quite common and
already proven beneficial. Bahassine et al. (2018),
for instance, used three different statistical tests for
feature extraction to improve Arabic text classifi-
cation. However, we do not use statistical tests
for feature extraction. Instead, we use them to ex-
tract class descriptions which are used as a second
channel alongside with their accompanying texts
in a deep neural network.

This is the first time that statistical tests are used
for extracting class descriptor tokens which can
be used for jointly training deep neural models on
texts with their class descriptions.

3 Generating Class Descriptions

We show how to extract class descriptions using a
data-driven method applied to the training data. To
retrieve the class descriptions, we use two statis-
tical hypothesis testing approaches called χ2 and
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests.

We assume that each class is triggered given
specific tokens; hence, given each class, the fre-
quencies of those tokens should be distinguishable
from other non-triggering ones. Therefore, for
each class, we formulate a null hypothesis (i.e., an
indirect assumption) that states that the presence
of specific tokens does not have any impact on
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their class determination. Then we check which
words can reject the hypothesis, hence, have dis-
criminative significance in distinguishing classes
from each other.

The χ2 test is used to determine whether there is
a significant difference between the expected fre-
quencies and the observed frequencies of tokens
in each one of the classes. Using the training data,
we separate the documents into mutually exclusive
classes. Given each class and the null hypothe-
sis, we compute the χ2 of the documents’ words,
which provides us with the probability with which
any token falls into the corresponding class.

The χ2 test allows us to evaluate how likely it
is to observe a word in a class, assuming the null
hypothesis is true.

Similarly, we use the ANOVA F-statistics to de-
termine whether there is a dependence between
certain tokens and a specific class, so to eliminate
the words that are most likely independent of the
class, hence, irrelevant for classification.

Both tests provide each word with a probabil-
ity given each class. To get an n-dimensional
class description vector, we extract the n top-rated
words for each class and use them as class de-
scriptors. One should be careful not to confuse
word embedding dimensions with the dimension
of class descriptions. By class description dimen-
sion, we mean the length of the string containing
the most informative words given each class.

Some of the most informative words
given the classes available in the AG News
datasets (Del Corso et al., 2005) are presented in
Table 1.

Class Informative words
World iraq, minister, president,

prime, baghdad, iraqi, dig,
palestinian, military, nu-
clear, israeli, ...

Sports dig, season, league, team,
game, cup, night, coach,
victory, win, sports, cham-
pionship, olympic, ...

Business oil, stocks, prices, percent,
quickinfo, target, profit,
company, shares, bilion,
quarter, sales, earnings, ...

Science microsoft, software, inter-
net, space, music, com-
puter, users, web, search,
windows, technology, ...

Table 1: Extracted χ2 words for the AG News dataset

4 Model

The overall architecture of our system is illustrated
in Figure 1. We use a lookup table for transform-
ing token indices to embedding vectors. The em-
beddings are fed into a bidirectional Gated Recur-
rent Unit (BiGRU) (Cho et al., 2014). The result-
ing tensors are then max- and average-pooled to
extract the most relevant features. At the end of
this channel, we have the vector of an encoded
text.

A similar channel is used for encoding the class
descriptions. Using the words extracted by the χ2

test as described in Section 3, we generate a new
string in which only the χ2 words are available.
Given each class, this contains the highest infor-
mative words for this class. Additionally, we put
an attention layer on top of this channel to learn the
importance of each word given a particular class.

The attention layer is implemented based on the
work of Yang et al. (2016). The mathematical rep-
resentation is as follow:

u = f(ω · h+ b)

ai = Softmax(ui · us)
vi = σiai · hi.

(1)

where h are the tensors out of the BiGRU layer,
and w, b, a, and v are the weight vectors, bias
terms, attention vectors, and document vectors re-
spectively.

Finally, we concatenate the resulting tensors
from the attention layer with the max- and
average-pooling layers and feed them into a dense
layer for final classification.

For multi-class classification it is common to
use the Softmax function

P (cj |xi) =
exp(ωj · xi)∑C
c=1 exp(ωc · xi)

.

where xi, c, and ω are features, classes, and asso-
ciated weight vectors, respectively. This function
is used as the dense output layer of the network
to normalize the logits generated by previous lay-
ers. In this way, we can model the probability
of class cj as a multi-nominal distribution. The
consequence of this decision is that the probabil-
ity for a class is not independent of the other class
probabilities, which would not be the desired be-
havior when dealing with a multi-label classifica-
tion task. For instance, in a multi-label classifica-
tion for hate speech detection, the probability of a
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Figure 1: The system architecture

comment for being offensive is independent of its
probability of being hateful, because an offensive
tone can be used in a text that is not necessarily
hateful (Founta et al., 2018). For this reason, in-
stead of Softmax, we use the Sigmoid activation
function

σ(z) =
1

1 + exp(−z)

which is a better choice for multi-label classifica-
tion. In this way we can model the probability of
a class as Bernoulli’s distribution

P (cj |xi) =
1

1 + exp(−ωj · xi)

which makes the probability of each class cj inde-
pendent from the other class probabilities.

Therefore we use a Softmax dense layer for
multi-class and Sigmoid dense layer for multi-
label classification to get the probabilities associ-
ated with each target class.

5 System Setup

For the text representation in our system, we use
pre-trained Glove embeddings (Pennington et al.,
2014) trained on 840 billion tokens with 300-
dimensional vectors and set it to get updated
through training. As the loss function for multi-
class and multi-label settings, we use the Cate-
gorical and the Binary cross-entropy, respectively.
We define the bidirectional GRUs, each with 128
units. We also set both the drop-outs (Srivastava
et al., 2014) and recurrent drop-outs to 0.5. In
the following subsections, some details concern-
ing the pre-processing of tested datasets are pre-
sented.

5.1 Multi-label
Data. For the multi-label classification task, we
train and test our model on a large publicly avail-
able dataset provided for toxic comment classifi-
cation in a Kaggle competition called ‘Toxic Com-
ment Classification Challenge.’ The texts of the
dataset were extracted from Wikipedia comments
and have been labeled by human raters for six cat-
egories of toxic behavior: toxic, severe-toxic, ob-
scene, threat, insult, and identity-hate. The train-
ing and test datasets contain 160k and 153k com-
ments, respectively. The task is to train a model
which assigns a probability to each of the six cat-
egories of toxic behavior given a new comment.

Pre-processing. The pre-processing step for
this dataset is performed by lower-casing, clean-
ing the comments from non-alphanumeric charac-
ters, using the first 130k most frequent tokens and
removing comments longer than 80 tokens (95%
percentile of the training dataset). Shorter com-
ments are padded with zero to fixate the length of
all comments to 80 tokens.

Performance Measure. The Area Under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC-
ROC) is used to measure the performance of the
systems. ROC is a probability curve, and AUC
is a measure of separability. This measure tells
how much a model is capable of distinguishing be-
tween classes.

Since the output of the model is a vector of
probabilities that the model computes for each
class and we want to assign more than one class
to each text, we define a threshold using the vali-
dation data and accept all the classes with proba-
bilities above the threshold as positive class.

5.2 Multi-class
Data. We also train and test our system on
three other datasets for multi-class classifications,
namely Hate Speech dataset (Davidson et al.,
2017), AG News (Del Corso et al., 2005), and DB-
pedia, to measure its performance on multi-class
classification. Some statistics of these datasets are
reported in Table 2.

Dataset Type Classes/Labels Training Testing
Hate Speech Multi-class 3 22.5K 2.5K
DBpedia Multi-class 14 560K 70K
AG News Multi-class 4 120K 7.6K
Kaggle-toxic comments Multi-label 6 160K 153K

Table 2: Types, number of classes, and number of train-
ing/testing samples in the datasets used for training in
this work
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Pre-processing. The pre-processing step for
these datasets is performed by lower-casing, re-
moving non-alphanumeric characters, and remov-
ing repetitive characters from tokens (e.g. yoooou-
uuuu ->you).

Performance Measure. In contrast to the
multi-label setting, in the multi-class setting, we
do not need to define a threshold. Instead, we get
the argmax of the vector of probabilities since we
need to return only one class.

6 Experimental Results

Table 3 shows that the system obtains superior re-
sults in the Hate Speech dataset and yields com-
petitive results on the Kaggle data in comparison
to some sate-of-the-art baseline systems. Table 4
shows the results of our system on the DBpedia
and AG News datasets. Using the same model
without any tuning, we managed to obtain com-
petitive results again compared to previous state-
of-the-art systems.

We also ran preliminary experiments on class
description vectors with different dimensions (50
vs. 100), indicated by the suffix of each name in
Table 3. By dimension, we mean the number of
words given each label and not the dimension of
word vectors which are all the same for both chan-
nels (i.e., 300).

It turns out that in all but one case, the more
words, the better the performance. However, we
did not get statistically significant results with
class descriptors with dimensions higher than 100.
It seems that the range 50-100 is the optimal di-
mension for this approach and these datasets. Big-
ger vectors such as 150 did not yield any sta-
tistically significant improvement in performance,
and 200-, and 300-dimensional vectors deterio-
rated the performance.

We observed that the decline in the performance
comes mainly from two sources: the network
over-fit, and the similar words in different classes.
By increasing the number of informative words,
the number of similar words in different classes
increases which leads to sub-optimal classification
decision boundaries.

7 Conclusion

Previous studies in text classification have shown
that training classifiers with class descriptions or
class metadata alongside the text is beneficial.
However, many of these systems depend on the

Hate Speech dataset P(%) R(%) F1(%) AUC(%)
(Davidson et al., 2017) 91 90 90 87
(Founta et al., 2018) 89 89 89 92
This work+χ250 89.7 90.4 90 92.9
This work+χ2100 90.3 92.5 91.3 93.7
This work+ANOVA50 89.2 89.6 89.3 92.1
This work+ANOVA100 89.8 89.2 89.4 92.4
Kaggle dataset
Leader-board - - - 98.82
This work+χ250 - - - 98.05
This work+χ2100 - - - 98.24

Table 3: The results of our system on the Hate Speech
and Kaggle datasets. With one exception, in all cases
longer class description leads to better performance.
The results of the Kaggle dataset are only reported in
AUC to be comparable with other systems in the multi-
label category.

DBpedia(%) AG News(%)
Bi-BloSAN(Shen et al., 2018) 98.77 93.32
LEAM(Wang et al., 2018a) 99.02 92.45
This work 98.90 92.05

Table 4: Competitive results on DBpedia and AG News
reported in accuracy (%) without any hyper-parameter
tuning.

provided label set for generating their class de-
scriptors. This dependence on an external source
of information limits their applicability when such
information is not available.

In this paper, we proposed a data-driven ap-
proach for extracting class descriptions for jointly
training text with their class descriptors, based on
pure statistical tests. Moreover, we designed a new
deep neural architecture to make use of the out-
put of this statistical approach for enhancing the
performance of text classification by attending on
the informative words of each class. Although
we have shown that the approach works in prin-
ciple, by achieving state-of-the-art results on four
standard datasets, it needs to be further explored
in order to understand why it works. In particu-
lar, we need to understand why words extracted
with χ2 yield better results compared to ANOVA,
how many words should be extracted given a spe-
cific task, if other statistical tests might even im-
prove the outcomes, etc. Once this understanding
is achieved, this may lead us towards proposing
better data-driven approaches for extracting class
descriptions that will be beneficial in text classifi-
cation.
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